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Equipment:
Waterbath set at 35 to 37 degrees C
Slide warmer set at 40 to 45 degrees C

Procedure:
1) Fill waterbath with deionized water that has been boiled
for 15 minutes and cooled. Add approximately 100 ml_ of 95%
ETOH and 5 mL gelatin adhesive. Stir well. (Note: it is impor-
tant to boil the water - which can be done the previous day --
to drive off gases that create small bubbles. Objects, such as
coins, in the bottom of the water bath also work, but many
times i have disturbed the bubbles on the bottom causing them
to float up where they sit beneath my section!).

2) Face the block and cut brain sections at room temperature.
Do not soak the faced blocks in any solution.

3) Float ribbons in the waterbath and tease the desired section
off the ribbon.

4) Pick up this section and discard the others. Because the
waterbath is cool, the sections will be wrinkled.

5) With a dissecting probe or razor blade, cut off overlapping
paraffin from the edge of the slide.

6) Place slide on the slide warmer, making sure there are two
or three drops of water from the water bath under the section,
allowing the section to float on the slide.

7) Watch the section carefully. After the section is smooth and
wrinkle-free, absorb the excess water from under the section with
a small mop made from a Kimwipe or other absorbent toweling.
Remove the slide from the slide warmer and place in a staining
rack in a vertical position.

8) If the sections float off during staining, siiinated slides may also
be used in addition to gelatin. If these are used, however, extra
care must be taken to keep a lot of water beneath the section
when picking it up and cutting off the excess paraffin from the
edge of the slide. As long as the section floats above the slide, it
will be able to spread out. If, however, the section comes in con-
tact with the surface of the slide, it will immediately adhere and the
section will remain wrinkled. •

Hummer*
Order spares on line with a
credit card to receive a 10%

discount.
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W Imagine what you could do with:

100M samples/sec.
Support of multi- and single column systems.
Direct input from laser interferometers for fine beam positioning.
Choice of external or built-in Digital scanning,
Input from vibration isolation system.
Software control of every single deflection parameter.
Software read back of true voltage levels. • J
Source code and applications for electron beam or ion beam control. ^

f4$ • Full control from User Interface to column deflection plates. V

) S Customers worldwide choose solutions from Deschutes Corporation because we offer the only commercially available high per- ®(
Wl formance Beam Control system in the world. W
^ Single column system delivered as oneDClOO unit [19" x 12"] and one computer with all software and tools installed, just plug ^
^ it in and hook up to column plates and you are ready to go! Or complete beam steering solutions including High Voltage Power ^
4K supplies, vacuum gauging, current monitors, detector control and imaging system. User Interface for general SEM control func- A
A tions such as magnification, scan rotation, beam shift, alignment features and scanning functions included. A^

% Deschutes Corporation, 17400 SW Upper Boones Ferry Rd. #240, Durham OR 97224 (503) 443-3602 fax: (503) 443-2353. *<
^ Web: http://www.deschutescorporation.com email: info@deschutescorporation.com ^
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